Instructions: Extra credit exercises for Exam 1

The extra credit exercises associated with each third of the course are worth a maximum of 5 points added to your exam score at the end of each third. For exam 1, the extra credit exercises consist of the following units:

1. Physical Landscape Features
2. Latitude and Longitude
3. Map Scale

As indicated on the syllabus, the number of extra credit points is based on the percent of correct answers.

The purpose of these exercises and the other exercises you will be assigned during the semester is to supplement classroom discussion and textbook assignments and to help you:

1. think clearly
2. think geographically
3. read maps and charts
4. extract data
5. interpret, analyze and correlate information
6. apply geographic principles
7. come to a result

This extra credit assignment is due no later than:

Tuesday, September 26, 2006.

Once the answers are distributed, no blue answer sheets or reproduction of the blue answer sheet will be accepted.

All answers are to be placed on the blue answer sheets. The scanner will mark wrong any omissions and double entries in addition to incorrect answers. Please be very careful to place the answers in the correct circles and in the correct section of the answer sheet. As indicated on the syllabus, the number of extra credit points is based on the percent of correct answers.

Be sure to write your name on the front of the blue sheet and to fill in the alphabet circles under your name on the back of the blue answer sheets, LAST NAME FIRST. The other information is not needed and is to be omitted.